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Side Panniers

Capacity:
large: 41-48  liters
Small: 32-39 liters

Sizes: 
Large straight pannier: 481.5 x 289 x 391.3 mm
LarLarge discharged pannier : 481.5 x 289 x 391.3 mm
Small straight pannier: 481.5 x 245 x 391.3 mm
Small discharged pannier:  481.5 x 245 x 391.3 mm

Opening : top
Body color: Black or Grey
Corner color: choose between black, orange, red and blue

Fixed to the motorbike:
The pannier has a fast release. Fixing is done through a push and block. The pannier has a fast release. Fixing is done through a push and block. 
The pannier Model-x needs the fixing frame Mytech to be hooked to the motorbike 

Material 
Bottom and lid: aluminium 
Hinges: stainless steel 2 mm
Profile: extruded aluminum with double gasket
 
Treatment: powder coating

CustomisCustomisation: 
They are available in black and gray and you can choose the color of 
the corners and the cover. If you change the color of your motorbike you 
can change only the corners and it will seem to you  like you've changed 
the luggage itself. Bottom and lid molded and drawn in a single piece, the 
body instead is fixed with stainless steel rivets to make it perfectly 
waterproof/watertight.
  
Accessories inherent:
You can combine both the pannier kit and the top case to give an extra 
touch to your motorbike. Possibility to apply the tank (TNK200) and the 
tank holder (BMW413). 

Top case 

Capacity: 44 e 58 liters

Sizes: 
44 liters: 405 x 395 x h310 mm
58 liters: 535 x 395 x h310 mm

Opening: lateral

Body color:Body color: Black and Grey 
Corner color:  choose between Black, Orange, Red and blue

Fixed to the bike:
The top case is with fast release through a push block. The hooking of 
the top case to the plate happens with a simple push  with relative 
pressure on the plate to fix the top case.  The top case Model- x to be hooked 
to the bike needs the Mytech plate or the original Moto Guzzi V85TT plate.  

MMaterial
Lid and Bottom: aluminium 

Hinges: stainless steel 2 mm
Profile: extruded aluminum with double gasket
 
Treatment: powder coating 

Customisation: 
Both the top case and the panniers model-X are available in black and 
grey and you can choose the color of the corners and of the cover. If you grey and you can choose the color of the corners and of the cover. If you 
change the color of your motorbike you can only change the corners and 
it will seem like you've changed the luggage itself. Bottom and lid molded 
and drawn in a single piece, the body instead is fixed with stainless steel 
rivets to make it perfectly waterproof/watertight.

Accessories inherent to the top case:
You can combine both the pannier kit and the top case to give an extra 
touch to your motorbike. touch to your motorbike. Possibility to apply the bottle and the backrest 
(TC00S3) on the top case to make the journey of the second passenger 
more comfortable.


